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Abstract. Aiming at characteristics of night scene, a high realistic real-time rendering method is presented.
Deferred shading is employed to process multiple light-sources Lighting with improved HDR technology
used in the post-processing stage, then produce glare effects. The experiment results show that, this rendering
method for night scene can achieve both real-time performance and high realistic effects.
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1.

Introduction

Night scene rendering is an important component of high realistic virtual scene rendering. Night scene
has its own characteristics, which is different from scene during daytime, including:
a) Night scene needs multiple light-sources lighting;
b) Most parts of the scene are dim while others which are lighted are bright;
c) Highlight parts produce glare effects.
There are three major options for real-time multiple light-sources lighting[1], 1. use a single render pass;
2.use multiple render passes; 3.use deferred shading technique[2]. The first two solutions suffer from low
efficiency and high computational complexity which is O(number of objects ×number of light-sources),
while O(number of objects + number of light-sources) for deferred shading, it greatly improve the efficiency
of rendering scene with multiple light-sources.
The second characteristic of the night scene is the intense contrast between the lighten and the dark, the
luminance range of real scene (ratio of maximum and minimum luminance) usually distributes more than 5
levels, while 1 level for ordinary display devices, which results in lack of reality because of the confliction
between them[3]. High dynamic range technique (HDR)[4] stores color information of the scene in floating
texture of high range data information, not just [0,1], then map them into a low range with tone mapping
algorithm, so as to achieve high realistic real-time rendering of the night scene. There are mainly two kinds
of tone mapping algorithms: (1) Spatially Uniform, in which the entire image uses an identical transform
function in the mapping process, is faster, however, to some extent ,it losses some color, luminance details
[5]; (2) Spatial Varying, comparing to the former one, different transformations are used in different regions,
which improves the quality. However, it costs high computational complexity, low rendering efficiency [6].
Previous method [7] proposed a tone mapping method for mapping high-dynamic range of luminance to the
low range for display, which would not reduce the contrast degrees of the scene. Previous method [8]
improved it with adaptive experience parameters in computation. They need to be improved for it is difficult
to calculate the average luminance efficiently.
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Bloom[9] process spreads color values of highlight parts of the scene to the surrounding pixels, resulting
in blooming effects. Unfortunately, the highlight in the night scene will produce the glaring phenomenon,
which cannot be generated by Bloom process, therefore, a glare generating process is absolutely necessarily.
This paper proposes a method for night scene rendering. Considering the characteristics of the night
scene, we use deferred shading technology for multiple light-sources lighting, with improved HDR
technology and glare generation algorithm in the post-processing stage to meet the needs of high realistic
real-time rendering for night scene.

2.

Rendering Method

A. Deferred Shading

Deferred shading technology improves the traditional graphics rendering pipeline, General architecture
of deferred shading technique is shown in Figure 1 [10]:

Fig. 1: General architecture of deferred shading technique

1. Geometry stage: implements a perspective projection camera, in 3D space, and it is responsible for
feeding the G-buffer with information to be used in the following stages, such as color information and
normal information. All subsequent stages operate in image-space and work with an orthographic projection
camera, by using screen resolution dimensions.
2. Lighting stage: receives as input the contents of the G-buffer as well as light-sources information and
it accumulates lighting into a texture buffer. Computational complexity of Lighting is O(number of objects +
number of light-sources).
3. Post-process stage: in this stage, some post-processing passes are performed to enhance the image
generated in the previous stage, such as HDR and glare generating process.
4. Final stage: the enhanced image is transferred to the main frame buffer in order to be displayed.
Deferred shading technique has some advantages against traditional pipeline:
•computational complexity (O (number of objects + number of light-sources)) lesser than traditional
rendering techniques (O (number of objects ×number of light-sources));
• allows the application to take advantage of batching;
• allows a post-process stage in order to enhance the final result. In this paper, we use HDR process and
glare generating algorithm.
Therefore, deferred shading can improve rendering efficiency, and achieve better rendering effects,
corresponding to the characteristics of the night scene.
B. High Dynamic Range

In high realistic rendering, the human vision system (HVS) is an important concept. In the natural
environment, the human vision system can identify the light intensity of 10-2 to 103, while the ordinary
devices can only display 0-102, which is far below the real situation. In the night scene, great difference in
luminance exists between the lighten and dark, the RGB channels of each pixel of ordinary display device
distribute only between 0 and 255 in gray scale, though, which is not enough.

To achieve high realistic rendering for the night scene, we use high dynamic range technology. HDR
employs actual physical parameters and functions to achieve a better range of color and luminance.
In this paper, tone mapping is processed with the texture generated by the first two steps of deferred
shading. We improve the tone mapping algorithm by use of the characteristics of the night scene, to increase
processing efficiency without sacrificing the rendering quality.
For any pixel located at coordinate (x, y), the luminance value Lw (x, y) is derived as follow:
L ( x , y ) = 0.2125R + 0.7154G + 0.0721B

(1)

w

Where R, G, B are RGB channels. This process generates a luminance texture from the color texture.
The average luminance value of all the pixels

L w = exp[

Lw

is:
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Where N is the total number of the pixels, δ is a small constant value to avoid the singularity that occurs
if black pixels are present in the texture. It costs much to get the values of all the pixels in the render pipeline,
so down-sampling is used.
Down-sampling is to sample the luminance texture every N*N pixels, and store the luminance values
generated by bilinear interpolate in a smaller texture. The sampled value is approximate to average value of
N*N region. Continue this process on the smaller texture until get a 1*1 luminance texture, in which, the
value is approximate to the average value of the original texture. Example for down-sampling is shown in
Fig.2.
First down-sampling
(3*3)

Final result(1*1)

original texture (9*9)

Fig. 2: Example for down-sampling.

Down-sampling costs less time and gains higher efficiency. 5 times is enough to get average value for a
1024*1024 pixel texture sampled every 4*4 pixels, the total number of processed pixels is
256*256+64*64+16*16+4*4+1*1=6.9905*104, much less than 1024*1024=1.048576*106 , which directly
use (2).
Different from day-time scene, luminance value is close to 0 in many regions of night scene, so we can
even define N as big as 16, average value generated by down-sampling is also approximate to the exact
average value. The efficiency of calculation is improved vastly, since the number of processed pixels
decrease to 4113 as in the above example.
Then, tone mapping operator is given by:

L(x,y) =

key
Lw

L ( x, y )
w

(3)
2

L d (x,y) =

L ( x , y )(1 + L ( x , y ) / Lmax )
1 + L( x, y )

(4)

Where L w is generated by down-sampling, key is set by experience, it adjusts the luminance, as shown
in Fig.3. Lmax is the smallest luminance that will be mapped to pure white.
Ld(x,y )is the final result of
tone mapping.

Fig. 3: Adjust luminance by key value. (Left, key value 0.18; right, key value 0.36)

We calculate the value of lighting in high dynamic range and store color values in the texture in Lighting
stage of deferred shading. In post-process stage, we use the method presented in this section to map values to
the low range for display, to simulate effects of night scene with high realistic, contrastively lighting.
C. Glare Generation

Bloom process can produce animating blooming effects, however, it cannot produce the glare effects of
the light-sources at night. This section presents an algorithm to generate highlight glare effects.
During the shading process, each pixel can sample the values of the surrounding ones, while cannot
modify them. So we sample the color of the surrounding pixels in 4 directions and increase the color value
corresponding to the sampled color and distance between them if the sampled value is larger than a highlight
value we defined beforehand. Process the following steps in each pixel shader, we can produce glare effects:
Step1. Define highlight value Chighlight, maximal sampling distance maxdis.
Step2. For each pixel, sample the pixels located in 4 directions(top left, top right, bottom left, bottom
right) every other pre-defined distance. If the sampled color value is larger than Chighlight, go to step 3, or
go to step 4, otherwise.
Step3. Spread the highlight color to the surrounding places as follow, then go back to step 2.

color = color + colorhighlight * (1 -

dis
) * colorFade
maxdis

(5)

Where color is original color of pixel, colorhighlight is highlight color value, dis is the distance between
two pixels, colorFade is color fading parameter, 0.3 is suggested. As the result shows, it spreads highlight
color in 4 directions and the influence decreases as the distance increases.
Step4. If dis in 4 directions are all greater than maxdis, processing of this pixel is over, otherwise back to
step 2.

3.

Experiment Results and Analysis

We have implemented our method in C++ programming language, by using Shuangliu Airport model
with multiple light-source. The program runs on a machine with Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo
E7500@2.93GHz 2.13GHz CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 GPU and 2.0G RAM memory.Fig.4 shows
the result which uses traditional render pipeline, while Fig.5 uses deferred shading with HDR process and
glare generation algorithm is used in Fig.6.

Fig. 4: Rendered by traditional pipeline

Fig. 5: Use deferred shading with HDR process

Fig. 6: Use deferred shading with HDR and glare

Fig.4 shows that, the traditional rendering suffers low contrast, and lack of reality. Fig.5 shows that,
comparing with Fig.4, bright things can be really bright, luminance details can be seen clearly. Fig.6 shows
the glare effects, it produce an animation night scene.

Table 1 lists the average performance of these methods.
Table 1 Average frame per second
Render method

Average
Frame/Second(FPS)

Traditional

77.6

Deferred shading

89.7

Deferred shading with HDR

76.3

Deferred shading with HDR and glare

61.1

Note that FPS of deferred shading was greater than FPS of tradition rendering for multiple light-sources
lighting. And the rendering method presented by this paper is completely able to meet the requirements of
real-time rendering.

4.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a high realistic real-time rendering method for the night scene, in which
deferred shading for multiple light-sources lighting, with improved high dynamic range process and glare
generation algorithm were used. This rendering method for night scene can achieve both real-time
performance and high realistic effects. In the future, we will try to improve our method to produce more
vivid effects.
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